General
Psychology

TED Talks
Psychology myths debunked
A brain in a supercomputer
Your brain hallucinates your conscious reality
How language shapes the way we think

Media Links
Netflix: 100 Humans
Netflix: The Creative Brain
Infinite Monkey Cage Podcasts
Derren Brown
Happier with Gretchen Rubin Podcasts
Speaking of Psychology Podcasts
Waking Up Podcasts
Three identical strangers
Hidden Brain Podcasts

Articles
Revision strategies to prepare for examinations
Procrastination can be a positive experience

Courses
Stevenson: Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

Cognitive approach - why your brain is not a computer
SLT - knife offenders and lack of male role models

Learning Theories
Cognitive Psychology

MOVIES

Approaches in
Psychology

A map of the brain
Pavlov: Operant and Classical Conditioning

Attachment

How early life experience is written into DNA
Do kids think of sperm donors as family?
The tragedy of orphanages
Lessons from the longest study on human development
Parenting lessons from the longest running study on
childhood
How childhood trauma affects health across a lifetime
Re-engineering the brain
The science of stage fright
What we're learning from 5000 brains
Sleep is your superpower
Left brain vs. right brain myth

The dark matter of love
From Romania with love
Netflix: Babies

Childhood maltreatment and relationship problems later in life

Attachment

Body clock: What makes us tick?
The brain - A secret history - part 1
The brain - A secret history - part 2
The brain - A secret history - part 3
Living with half a brain

The brain
The nervous system and the
endocrine system
Neuroimaging

Shutter Island
Concussion
Faces in the Crowd

Eating behaviour

How the food you eat affects your brain

Intro to plasticity - structural and functional correlates of
smartphone addiction
How serotonin balances communication in the brain
Biorhythms - effect of women's cycle on preferences for male
behaviour
Smartphone addiction linked to changes in brain structures
Genotype and phenotype - FBI and stolen child
What are eating disorders?

Forensics

Why smart statistics are the key to fighting crime
Exploring the mind of a killer
Why teens confess to commit crimes they didn't commit
Exploring the mind of a killer
Is anatomy destiny?
The biology of gender, from DNA to the brain
What doctors should know about gender identity
Women should represent women in media (Gender)
3 clues to understanding your brain (Nature Nurture)
The ethical dilemma of designer babies (Ethics)
Moral behaviour in animals (Ethics)
What hallucination reveals about our minds (Idiographic)
Feats of memory anyone can do
How your brains executive function works
How reliable is your memory?
Why eyewitnesses get it wrong
The riddle of experience vs. memory
What's so funny about mental illness?
How risk-taking changes a teenager's brain
What is depression?
This could be why you're depressed or anxious
Debunking the myths of OCD

Eating and body dysmorphic disorders
Eating behaviour experiment - BBC
BBC Food on the brain
Horizon: Eat fast and live longer
Netflix: Inside the criminal mind
Criminals and lack of male role models
Netflix: Making a murderer
Recidivists have a different brains structure
Netflix: Mindhunter
Netflix - I am a killer
David Reimer – The boy who was turned into a How many genders are there?
girl
Sex and gender: Still unclear after all these years
Is your brain male or female?
Gender dysphoria
Genotype and phenotype - links to nature vs nurture
Gender bias in scientific research - why cars are unsafe for women
Gender bias - 100 years since women entered the legal profession

Forensic Psychology: Witness
Investigation
Forensic Psychology - Canter
Criminal Psychology
Gender and the media

One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest
Silence of the Lambs

Biopsychology

Gender
Issues and
Debates

Memory

Psychopathology

Relationships
Research
Methods
Schizophrenia

Imaginary friends and real-world consequences:
parasocial relationships
Connected, but alone? Technology and Communication
Soon we'll cure diseases with a cell, not a pill
Big data is better data
I am not a monster: Schizophrenia
The voices in my head
There's no shame in taking care of your mental health
How electroshock therapy changed me
Toward a new understanding of mental illness

OU on the BBC: Eyewitness
Netflix - The mind, explained

Stacey Dooley - On the Psych Ward
Horizon - OCD: A monster in my mind
All in the mind podcasts

Interesting perspective into mindfulness - it could unleash your
demons
Ethics - antidepressants and withdrawal-like symptoms causing
dependence

Two new subtypes of schizophrenia have been discovered

Shawshank Redemption
We Need to Talk about
Kevin

Girl
XXY
Experimenter
Side Effects
Project Nim
About Time

The Adjustment Bureau

Memory
Witness Memory and the
Cognitive Interview

12 Angry Men
50 First Dates
Memento
The Notebook

The Man with the 7
Second Memory
Inside Out

Depression
OCD
Anxiety
Mental health and well-being

A Dangerous Method
Girl, Interrupted
As Good As It Gets
Awakenings
It’s Kind of a Funny
Story
Little Miss Sunshine
50 First Dates
About Time
Her
Experimenter

Rain Man
Side Effects
Shutter Island
The Men Who Stare At
Goats
A Beautiful Mind

The effect of women's cycle on preferences for male behaviour
Netflix - At first sight
Netflix: Love is Blind
Non-celebrity parasocial relationship example
Three identical strangers
Content analysis - Trump on Coronavirus
Schizophrenia: Stolen minds, stolen lives

A Dangerous Method
Girl, Interrupted
Experimenter
Dangerous Method
Blackfish
Good Will Hunting
Mockingbird Don’t Sing
The Troubled Child
About Time

Schizophrenia

Shutter Island
A Beautiful Mind
The Soloist

The Notebook
The Bodyguard
The Stanford Prison
Experiment

Social Influence

A tale of mental illness
What is schizophrenia?
Should you trust unanimous decisions?
Zimbardo - The psychology of evil
My daughter, Malala
Online social change: easy to organise, hard to win

Authority - inside the minds of hardcore trump supporters

Nietzsche: On the genealogy of
morality
Conformity

The Experimenter
The Wave (Die Welle)
12 Angry Men
Compliance

Lord of the Flies
Malcolm X
The Stanford Prison
Experiment

